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Abstract. Many real-life applications lead to the definition of robust
optimization problems where the objective function is a black box. This
may be due, for example, to the fact that the objective function is evaluated through computer simulations, and that some parameters are uncertain. When this is the case, existing algorithms for optimization are not
able to provide good-quality solutions in general. We propose a heuristic
algorithm for solving black box robust optimization problems based on
the minimax formulation of the problem. We also apply this algorithm for
the solution of a wing shape optimization where the objective function
is a computationally expensive black box. Preliminary computational
experiments are reported.

1

Introduction

Global optimization aims at finding one or more solutions to a problem for which
the objective function value is optimized and all constraints, if any, are satisfied.
Optimization problems in many real-life applications are NP-hard, because of the
complexity of the objective function and/or the dimensionality of the solution
set. Moreover, in some applications, this complexity is increased by the necessity of considering some uncertain parameters. If such parameters can range in
sufficiently large domains, the solution of the optimization problem, where only
one possible set of values for the parameters is considered, may not provide any
useful information to the final user.
In real-life applications, uncertainty may concern prices, demands, traveling
conditions, working time, and so on [14]. Robust optimization is a way to manage
these uncertain parameters in optimization problems [1]. The main difficulty is
that the uncertain domain may be quite large and it could lead to the definition of
a large-scale optimization problem. In recent years, the scientific community has
been giving a lot of attention to algorithms and methods for robust optimization.
As a consequence, different approaches for dealing with uncertainty have been
proposed over time [3, 9, 14]. In this work, we consider the approach in which the
uncertain parameters are transformed in decision variables. This might seem a
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simple modification in the problem formulation, but it actually leads to a series
of important consequences. First of all, the introduced variables (in the following
we will refer to these variables as uncertain variables) cannot play the same role
of the original decision variables, in the sense that these two kinds of variables
do not have to be optimized in the same way.
Generally speaking, when this approach is considered, the uncertain variables
must be optimized so that they correspond to the worst-case scenario they are
able to describe. In this way, the original variables are optimized under the
situation in which the worst values for the uncertain variables are considered.
If the found solution is optimal for the worst-case scenario, it should still be
acceptable when the uncertain variables have values different from the worst
ones. As remarked in [3], this approach is only able to optimize the objective
function under the worst-case scenario and is not able to give a general good
solution for the other values for the uncertain parameters. However, a trade-off
between worst-case and expected values could be used, leading to multicriteria
optimization. Alternatively one could propagate full probability distributions or
more generally cloud models [4].
Let us suppose that the following global optimization problem needs to be
solved:
min f (x, y),
x∈B

where x is a vector of the decision variables, B ⊆ <dx , y is a vector of the
uncertain parameters, y ∈ C ⊆ <dy , and f : B × C → <. We remark that the
set C, in some applications, may depend on the variables x.
If one set of values for the parameters y is chosen, the problem can be solved
by employing existing algorithms for global optimization. If we need instead to
optimize the objective function under the worst-case scenario that the uncertain
variables are able to give, the problem can be rewritten as the following bilevel
program:
min f (x, t)
x∈B
(1)
s.t. t = arg max f (x, y).
y∈C

Note that the inner and the outer problem of this bilevel program have both
the same objective function f (x, y), but the actual variables are the x’s in the
outer problem, and the y’s in the inner problem. Since the original problem is a
minimization problem, the worst-case scenario given by the uncertain variables y
can be found by maximizing f (x, y). It is important to note that there is a strong
dependence between the two problems, so that they cannot simply be solved one
after another (e.g. first solve the inner problem and then solve the outer one), but
rather simultaneously. This makes the solution of bilevel programs quite difficult.
This kind of problem is also known in the scientific community as the minimax
optimization problem. We remark that minimax problems with convex-concave
payoff and convex constraints can be reduced to single optimization problems
[2].
It is important to remark that these optimization problems may become even
harder if the mathematical expression of the objective function is not known. In
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many real-life applications, indeed, the evaluation of the objective function can
only be performed through a computer simulation: in other words, f (x, y) is a
black box. In such a case, methods for optimization which need information on
the gradient or even the Hessian matrix of f (x, y) cannot be employed, because
this information is usually not available or not sufficiently reliable. Therefore,
heuristic algorithms are usually used for solving this class of robust optimization
problems. Some examples are given in [8, 12, 15].
In this paper, we propose a heuristic specifically designed for solving bilevel
programs and we apply this algorithm for the solution of minimax problems
arising in the context of robust optimization. The Variable Neighborhood Search
(VNS) [6, 10] is a meta-heuristic search based on the idea of exploring larger and
larger neighbors of the current solution in order to discover better solutions. Our
heuristic implements two VNS’s, one inserted into another. This idea is not new:
it has been already employed for improving the performances of the algorithm
for single optimization problems (see for example [10]). Our idea is instead to
have the two VNS’s work simultaneously on the outer and on the inner problem
of the bilevel program. While one VNS can work for optimizing the decision
variables x, the other one can work for finding the worst-case scenario given by
the uncertain variables y. We will refer to this heuristic algorithm as the bilevel
VNS.
We employ our bilevel VNS algorithm to solve an aerodynamic shape optimization problem. The considered problem consists in finding the optimal wing
shape for a certain class of aircraft. Naturally, many parameters are uncertain in
this application, because flight conditions can change during time, such as the
flying speed. Moreover, the objective function can only be evaluated by a computer simulation. Preliminary computational experiments are presented where
our bilevel VNS is used for solving this problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a description of the
bilevel VNS algorithm for solving minimax optimization problems. Two examples of robust optimization problems are considered in Section 3. The first one is
a scheduling problem for which the objective function is actually not a black box:
we consider this problem with the aim of testing our algorithm on a problem for
which the solution can be estimated (Section 3.1). The second problem is the
one of finding the optimal shape of aircraft’s wings in the worst-case scenario
given by the flight operating conditions (Section 3.2). In this case, the objective
function is actually evaluated through a computer simulation that lasts several
minutes for the easier instances. Final remarks and conclusions are given in
Section 4.

2

The bilevel VNS

The meta-heuristic Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) [6, 10] is one of the
most successful heuristics for global optimization. It is based on the idea of
exploring small neighbors of currently known solutions, which may increase in
size only if no better solutions can be found in the current neighbors. VNS makes
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usually use of local search algorithms for reducing the search to local minima
only. In this way, a path of local optima is defined, that may lead to the global
optimum of the considered problem.
The VNS is currently widely employed for solving problems arising in various
applications. In some very recent works, the VNS has been used, for example, for
solving the p-median clustering problem [5], feature selection problems in data
mining [11], and routing [7] and task scheduling [16] problems.
When the objective function of the considered optimization problem is a black
box (or not easily differentiable), at each iteration of the VNS, the local search
can be replaced by another execution of the VNS. In this case, the algorithm
is usually referred to as double VNS, where two VNS’s are inserted one into
another. This is done in order to improve the quality of the found solutions.
In practice, even if the second VNS does not represent a valid alternative to a
(deterministic) local search, it can help in escaping local minima and in finding
solutions closer to the optimal ones.
In this work, we rather consider two VNS’s for solving simultaneously both
the inner and the outer problem of a bilevel program. The basic idea is to have
only one VNS working on the inner problem, while the second VNS works on the
outer problem. No local searches (neither deterministic ones nor heuristic ones)
are employed for reducing the search to local minima only. For this reason, our
algorithm can only provide solutions that are relatively close to the optimal ones.
This setup may seem unambitious. However, our interest is not in finding
very precise solutions to the problem, but rather just in finding some good
approximations for such solutions. This task is indeed already quite difficult to
perform for the robust optimization problems discussed in the Introduction. We
suppose that the objective function evaluations are very expensive, and therefore
the number of such evaluations must be limited in order to perform experiments
lasting a reasonable amount of time. Any local search algorithm applied at each
iteration of any of the two VNS’s may increase drastically the necessary number
of function evaluations.
Algorithm 1 is a sketch of our bilevel VNS heuristic for bilevel programs
(1). At the beginning, random values for both variables x and y can be chosen
so that the corresponding constraints, if any, are satisfied. Thereafter, the first
VNS starts. Its execution is controlled by a while loop which stops when εy
gets larger than εmax . εy represents the radius of the current neighbor of ybest
where solutions to the problem can be picked randomly. It can only range in the
interval [εmin , εmax ]. When a better solution is found, εy is set back to εmin ,
otherwise it is modified and it may be increased in value after a certain number
of iterations without any improvement.
The first VNS considers the uncertain variables y. Therefore, for each improved solution of the inner problem of the bilevel program, a full execution
of the second VNS, on the decision variables x, is performed. The two VNS’s
behave exactly in the same way. The only difference is that, while the first VNS
works on the variables y and tries to maximize the objective function, the second
VNS works on the variables x and tries to minimize the function value. In robust
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Algorithm 1 A bilevel VNS heuristic for bilevel programs.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

let iterx = 0; let itery = 0;
let εx = εmin ; let εy = εmin ;
randomly generate x ∈ B;
randomly generate y ∈ C;
let xbest = x; let y best = y; let f best = f (x, y);
while (εy ≤ εmax ) do
let itery = itery + 1;
randomly pick y ∈ C from a neighborhood of y best with radius εy ;
if (f (xbest , y) > f best ) then
let εy = εmin ;
let y best = y; let f best = f (xbest , y);
while (εx ≤ εmax ) do
let iterx = iterx + 1;
randomly pick x ∈ B from a neighborhood of xbest with radius εx ;
if (f (x, y best ) < f best ) then
let εx = εmin ;
let xbest = x; let f best = f (x, y best );
else
modify εx ;
end if
end while
else
modify εy ;
end if
end while

optimization applications, this is the reflection of the fact that the variables y
need to be optimized in order to represent the worst-case scenario related to the
problem. If f (x, y) were known to have certain properties, such as concavity in
C and convexity in B, a saddle point would exist [13], and the algorithm would
attempt to find it.

3

Development and testing

We implemented our bilevel VNS heuristic for bilevel programs in Python. We
chose this programming language because part of the code for evaluating the
objective function of the problem described in Section 3.2 was already written
in this language. The experiments have been performed on one core of an Intel
Xeon 8 CPU E5630 @ 2.53 GHz with 6GB RAM, running Linux. For the experiments in Section 3.2, each function evaluation has actually been performed
on a different machine, where the necessary software was installed. More details
are given in Section 3.2.
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instance name
test1
test1
test1
test2
test2
test2

m
2
2
2
4
4
4

n
5
5
5
9
9
9

nsg
2
4
6
4
6
8

nna
4
6
10
6
10
12

iterx
16
70
2137
105
319
437

itery
8
25
749
42
116
263

f (x, y)
5.43
6.28
6.12
4.81
6.65
6.20

Table 1. Experiments on the CPU scheduling problem.

3.1

CPU scheduling

This is the problem of efficiently scheduling CPUs of a parallel machine [8]. We
consider this problem with the aim of testing the performances of our bilevel VNS
algorithm. Deterministic or hybrid methods may also be used for its solution.
Let us suppose there is a parallel machine composed by m CPUs having exactly the same properties. Let us suppose we have a set of n jobs to be assigned to
the CPUs of this parallel computer. For each job j ∈ J, where J = {1, 2, . . . , n},
and for each CPU k ∈ K, where K = {1, 2, . . . , m}, we can define the binary
decision variable xjk , which is 1 if the j th job is assigned to the k th CPU, and
it is 0 otherwise. For each job, there is uncertainty on the total processing time,
and therefore a lower bound pj and an upper bound qj are available for each job
j. The objective function for our minimax problem is therefore:


n

X
xjk yj ,
f (x, y) = max

k∈K 
j=1

where each uncertain variable yj is constrained between pj and qj , and the
following constraint must also be satisfied for each job j:
X
xjk = 1,
k∈K

because every job needs to be assigned to exactly one CPU. This constraint
defines the set B related to the variables x, whereas C is a box defined by the
bounds pj and qj for each job j ∈ J.
Table 1 shows some computational experiments. Instances of the problem
have been created for different choices of n and m. For all instances, pj = 1 and
qj = 2 for each job j ∈ J. In this way, we can compute a lower bound on the
objective function value when the variables y represent the worst-case scenario,
which corresponds to the case yj = qj for all j ∈ J. In the table, nsg is the
maximum number of solutions that are randomly generated in our bilevel VNS
before increasing in value εx or εy . nna is the total number of neighbors which
are allowed during the execution of the algorithm: as a consequence, only nna
values in [εmin , εmax ] can be chosen in both VNS’s. Finally, for each experiment,
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iterx and itery represent the final number of performed iterations in the two
VNS’s. Therefore, the total number of function evaluations is iterx + itery .
For both instances test1 and test2, the lower bound lb on the objective
function value is 6 when the variables y represent the worst-case scenario, because
at least 3 jobs must be assigned to one CPU in both cases. For the instance
test1, the found solutions are relatively close to lb in all experiments. In the
first experiment, the algorithm was not able to find the worst-case scenario,
because f (x, y) is smaller than lb. In the last two experiments, instead, worse
scenarios were identified, and solutions with f (x, y) close to lb were also found.
Similar results are obtained for the instance test2. Each experiment took no
more than 10 seconds of CPU time.
The aim of these experiments was to check the capability of the algorithm
to find solutions that are close to the optimal ones by using only a few function
evaluations, rather than comparing it to existing algorithms. In the most expensive experiment in Table 1, for example, the number of function evaluations is
almost 3000 (the sum of iterations for the two VNS’s). Therefore, if we suppose
that the objective function is a black box whose execution requires 5 minutes,
the same result can be obtained in about 10 days of CPU time.
3.2

Wing shape optimization

We consider in this section an important problem arising in aerodynamics, which
is the one of finding a robust shape for aircraft’s wings. A classic approach to
this problem, without taking uncertainties into account, leads to a good decision
support for engineers, but to a shape which completely lacks robustness. Indeed,
slightly adverse conditions of some uncertain parameters may cause the solution
to perform significantly worse than expected.
This class of optimization problems typically features black box objective
functions that compute, e.g., the drag or the lift of the wing depending on its
shape via Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations [3]. The extra computational effort to account for robustness amounts to extra objective function
evaluations. Here it is crucial to use only very few evaluations in each level as
the total budget of evaluations in the optimization phase is very limited. Moreover, the outer level of the bilevel problem is likely to be strongly nonsmooth.
Therefore, existing optimization techniques cannot be used to solve this problem.
In this application, each black box call includes the generation of a finite volume mesh associated with the wing shape chosen, and the CFD calculations of
the drag and lift properties of the wing, based on either Euler or Navier-Stokes
flow. The input of the black box is the specification of the shape geometry and
a set of parameters subject to uncertainty (they are usually 5 in the considered
instances). The geometry is specified using the concept of Free-Form Deformation (FFD) [3]. Intuitively that is a placement of a given number of bumps at
given positions on a reference wing. For each bump three variables are introduced: amplitude, position, expansion. Therefore, in general, the dimension of
the outer problem of the bilevel program is
dx = 3 × number of bumps,
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instance name bumps nsg
Euler1
1
2
Euler1
1
3
Euler1
1
4

nna
2
3
4

iterx
18
25
23

itery
68
52
37

f (x, y)
498.38
688.71
442.98

Table 2. Experiments on the wing shape optimization problem.

whereas the inner problem has dimension dy = 5. The sets B and C are two
boxes defined by the corresponding bound constraints on the two variables x
and y, respectively. The output of the black box is the pressure drag coefficient
of the selected wing shape plus a penalty term for the case that the lift of the
wing is not sufficiently large. The objective is to minimize this output value.
The implementation is a Python interface accounting for massively parallel architectures used to speed up CFD simulation runs. It is currently installed on a
machine belonging to the company Airbus. Therefore, solver and black box are
in practice executed by different computers.
Table 2 shows some preliminary experiments. We consider an instance where
the wing shape is represented by using one bump, and the CFD calculations are
based on the Euler flow. As a consequence, dx = 3 and dy = 5. In the second
experiment, the obtained value for f (x, y) is worse with respect to the one found
in the first experiment, probably because the algorithm was able to find a worse
scenario. Finally, in the third experiment, the algorithm was able to identify a
solution having a smaller objective function value.

4

Conclusions

We proposed a bilevel VNS for robust optimization. This heuristic algorithm is
able to manage minimax optimization problems where the objective function is
represented by a computationally expensive black box. The algorithm is based on
the well-known meta-heuristic algorithm Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS),
and on the idea of inserting two VNS’s one into another, in order to solve simultaneously the inner and the outer problem of the bilevel program. Some
preliminary experiments show promising results on an academic problem and a
real-life example. The algorithm is able to identify good preliminary solutions
for the test cases even if the total number of function evaluations is very limited. However, we need to better understand the mathematical properties of the
considered problems, and perform a wider testing of the algorithm.
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